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Minor spelling, typographic, or language errors that do not alter the meaning are not included 
in this errata list.

p. 9, last paragraph in the Swedish summary: replace "paren bestående av anapfor och 
antecedentkandidat klassificeras om koreferenta" with "paren bestående av anafor och 
antecedentkandidat klassificeras som koreferenta".

p. 23, section 1.4, second paragraph: replace "as pair-wise classification problem" with "as a 
pair-wise classification problem".

p. 32, second paragraph: replace "For each candidate antecedent nor removed by the 
syntactic filter, weights as assigned" with "For each candidate antecedent not removed by the 
syntactic filter, weights are assigned". 

p. 37, third paragraph: replace "all NPs within a document that refers to the same entity" with 
"all NPs within a document that refer to the same entity".

p. 44, second paragraph: missing reference (marked by a question mark) should be (Hoste 
2005).

p. 61, section 3.2.1, second paragraph: replace "In this corpus" with "In the KTH news corpus". 

p. 69,  first paragraph: replace "the links between Affären (`The deal'), affären, and Den 
(`It') in example 3.15 are marked" with "the link between ett bud på konkurrenten KLM (`a bid 
on the competitor KLM') and budet (`the bid') in example 3.15 should be marked".

p. 71, fourth paragraph: replace "and general cases of metonymy such as 3.24" with 
"whereas general cases of metonymy such as in example 3.24".

p. 75, fourth paragraph: replace "In these studies" with "In this chapter".

p. 92, second paragraph: replace "In come cases, definite descriptions must agree in gender 
and number with its antecedent" with "In some cases, definite descriptions must agree in 
gender and number with their antecedents".

p 97, fourth paragraph: replace "c) the candidate anaphor is classified as a definite 
deception" with "c) the candidate anaphor is classified as a definite description". 

p. 100, fourth paragraph: replace "put fourth by" with "put forth by".

p. 100, seventh paragraph: replace "(low accessibility) pronouns" with "(high accessibility) 
pronouns".

p. 136, third paragraph: replace "In table 6.10 on page 6.10" with "In table 6.10 on page 137".

p. 141, second paragraph, section 6.5.2: replace "from 97.38% till 91.20%" with "from 96.56% 
to 91.20%".

p. 180, fourth paragraph: replace "the size of both the training data" with "the size of the 
training data ".


